
InterActive Notebook (IAN) Guidelines 

 NEVER tear a page out of the IAN. 

 Neatness Counts!!! If you can’t read it, it doesn’t do you any good! 

 Erase mistakes OR draw 1 line thru them (ex: mistake) 

 NOTHING should stick out OR fall out of the IAN, make sure 

to tape things in when I tell you. 

 ALL pictorial representations (illustrations) should be: 

 Colored neatly in true to life colors with map pencils 

(preferred) or crayons, NO markers! 

 Clearly labeled 

 Notes and labels can be in colored pens. I encourage you to use 

color (pens and highlighting) in your notes to emphasize 

important information and help with memory. 

 You should ALWAYS be on the same page as me! This is 

important, so if you don’t know, ask! 

 Be sure to update your Table of Contents regularly…check mine 

if you need help. 

Grading 

Each six weeks, there will be an “IAN Test”. This will consist of short 

answer questions over the pages we have completed in the notebook 

so far.  

Inserts (Tape-ins) 

When taping something into the notebook, please follow the 

guidelines below to avoid the insert flipping out of the IAN and 

possibly getting ripped out and lost. 

                           NO          YES 
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